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Abstract
Research has shown that Music is very important
for children's development, having an impact from a
very early age. There is a variety of psychological
research evidence suggesting that infants when
actively take part in music classes, they widen their
positive social trajectory and follow an earlier
enculturation development. They better exploit the
‘music properties’ (i.e. tempo, timbre, rhythm) which
are intrinsic to communication between them and
their parents, while they also enhance their
communication skills in both linguistic and functional
societal terms. Biological evidence suggest that they
put very early at work their already specialised for
music processing brain while enhancing and
specializing even more their neuronal circuitry.
Nevertheless, early years research rarely refers to
subcortical structures, thus missing a fundamental
scope and angle of this valuable knowledge. This
paper proposes a protocol on that specific subject of
the early years subcortical development, explaining
why and how such an inquiry should and can be
investigated with the help of music.

behavior [19] while early exposure to music in
children as young as 4 years, has clearly shown to
enhance the P2 auditory evoked brain potential
(reflecting the post-synaptic activity of a specific
neural process measured through EEG, peaking at
about 200 milliseconds after the onset of an external
stimulus) compared to children who were not exposed
to music (see Figure 1).
Especially for the auditory system, which mostly
matures during the first 6 months after birth [21], early
music involvement is crucial. The cochlea and the
auditory cortex in the temporal lobe are both affected
early by the environment and care practices, thus
making this first period of life the most critical time
for the development of the neurosensory paths of the
auditory apparatus [22]. For foetuses, infants and
toddlers, early sound and music engagement (formal
or informal alike, either occurring through
sound/musical interactions between newborns and
caregivers, or through the passive sound/music
perception that foetuses experience in the womb) is
crucial for their later cognitive development [19],
[20], [23 - 25].

1. Introduction
Around the globe, we all the more see the
intentional usage of music and sound to increasingly
expand as a ‘tool’ of biopsychological intervention in
the context of the prenatal and postnatal (perinatal)
health care [1-11]. The fact that music and sound
engagement perinatally has been proved to provide an
element of positive socio-psychological and learning
development [12-16] strengthens the aforementioned
trend.
Following the neuroscience research path,
investigations focusing on the early years of life have
clearly shown that there are functional specialisations
for music and sound processing in the human brain
(for example [17]; see also example of rhythm in
[18]). It has been more specifically suggested that
early music training and involvement may be
responsible for superior development of prelinguistic
communicative gestures and social
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Figure 1. Upper Panel
EEG traces for all 28 channels evoked by the sine
wave, violin and piano tones for musicians and non
musicians. The dashed vertical line indicates onset of
the tones. The Cz electrode is shown in bold and the
T8 electrode is a dashed line. (Lower Panel) The
locations of the regional sources for grand average
data with a hemispheric symmetry constraint for the
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N1b, N1c and the P2 components determined by
BESA and superimposed on the average brain of
BESA (reproduced directly by [20]).

2. Early brainstem development and
sound perception
The impact of sound and music extends through
our acoustical apparatuses (ears) and body to the
whole brain, activating many of the latter’s regions
[26] (see Figure 2). One of these regions being
involved in music/sound perception, analysis and
decoding processes, especially in the early instances
of development, is this one of the brainstem including
both the hindbrain and midbrain encephalic parts [27],
[28].
The brainstem starts structurally at the top of the
spinal cord and is the most highly developed area of
the baby’s brain at birth. The brainstem is responsible
for the most vital bodily functions including
breathing, heartbeat, circulation, sucking and
swallowing. Apart from these functions, it is crucially
involved in sound perception as it accommodates the
central auditory pathways, which extend from the
cochlear nucleus to the auditory cortex. These
auditory pathways are made to preprocess certain
sound and music related qualities and characteristics
like sound localisation and binaural interaction.
The inherent to the brainstem auditory pathways
reach the midbrain and the auditory cortex through
three main routes: the dorsal acoustic stria, the
intermediate acoustic stria and the trapezoid body
[29]. The brainstem auditory pathways are
responsible for “the development of the tonotopic
columns in the auditory cortex, [which]…are needed
to receive, recognise and react to language, music and
meaningful environmental sounds” [22].
Although the auditory system becomes fully
functional at around 25 to 29 weeks gestational age,
evidence has been found for an auditory evoked
response at 16 weeks gestational age where the
synapses of the VIII cranial nerve have been mostly
functional [22], [30]. This is also when the
development of the auditory system starts to get
vulnerable to epigenetic processes, meaning that both
endogenous (stimulation dependent) and exogenous
(activity dependent) to the foetus’s brain and in utero
sound factors and elements may alter its structure and
function. The auditory system development process
critically extends until the 5-6 month of age, although
it never stops up to the end of life [22].

3. Problem statement
It is already established that the brainstem is one
of these important brain systems - sound-wise hugely developing during the perinatal period.
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However, not much - to almost none - research has
directly addressed this possible correlation that may
exist between music education and its neuronal
growth; in function and structure. How is this specific
part of the subcortical brain region influenced from
this non-invasive yet very powerful neuroplastic force
that music imposes on the neuronal circuits of the
specific brain structure?
Considering that the very first perinatal months of
development are the most sensitive in epigenetic
changes - that is, the changes that the environment
induces to our biological and cognitive mechanisms it is crucial for research to provide solid evidence on
the
neuroanatomical
and
neurofunctional
developmental changes of the brainstem as they occur
through early sound and music exposure, especially
when knowing that the latter are both closely
connected and deeply embedded in our everyday lives
from the very beginning.

Figure 2. A highly schematised and simplified
summary of brain regions involved in different facets
of music psychological processes
On the left is the later view of the right cerebral
hemisphere. A medial view of the right hemisphere is
shown on the right. There is no intent to imply
lateralisation of function in this portrayal. White
lettering designates the different lobes. The coloured
circles corresponde to the coloured labels in the box
below the figure. AG: angular gyrus - DLPFC:
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex - HG: Helsch’s gyrus IFG: Inferior frontal gyrus - IPS: Intraparietal sulcus
- MPFC: medial prefrontal cortex - PMC: premotor
cortex - pSMA: pre-supplementary motor area - PT:
planum temporale - SMA: supplementary motor area
- STG: superior temporal gyrus - VLPFC:
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (reproduced from [33:
128]).

4. Methods and research questions
Wanting to provide a basic understanding on how
music impacts the brain(stem) development in the
early postnatal period, this project aims to collect data
from a sample of babies, answering the following
research question: Is there a direct correlation between
specific musical features of lullabies (e.g. rhythm,
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timbre, structural complexity) and the infants’
brainstem development when functionally measured
in the first three weeks post delivery?
The infants' brainstem functional development
will be directly provoked and measured in vivo, using
music and more specifically lullabies as the
intervention tool. The electroenchephalography
(EEG) method, and particularly the Auditory
Brainstem Response (ABR) technique (see Figure 3)
will be employed in the first 40 days post delivery,
measuring Auditory Evoked Potentials (AEPs) before
and after the musical intervention (see Figure 4).

period or - postnatally - in direct to the baby, may
provide an efficient platform of advancement when
correctly used as intervention tools.
Music can be easily employed as an intervention
tool in this early developmental context, as it is not
clinically invasive, while the primary sensorial system
related to its perception and analysis (the acoustical
apparatus and the brainstem, that is) is one of the first
to be functional in the perinatal period of life. The fact
that research has already found that “subcortical
processing of sound is not hardwired” [32] makes the
specific intervention tool a valuable one to study early
brain development, as it could definitely pronounce
structural and functional brain alterations during its
implementation.
Based on the above, it is mainly hypothesise in this
study that music and more specifically lullabies can
evoke perinatally a more efficient brainstem
development), suggesting also in extension that
lullabies’ proper inclusion in the early clinical and
educational settings should be mandatory towards a
later enhanced cortical development and sensitivity.

Figure 3. The auditory brainstem response (ABR)
equipment and application
The Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) is a
particular EEG technique referring to the auditory
brainstem responses “which can be measured using
scalp electrodes that pick up electrical potentials
generated by the synchronous activity of neural
populations in the brainstem. Because these aggregate
neural responses that can be recorded objectively and
passively, they offer an excellent means to assess
auditory function” [32].
Basic ABR protocols usually employ repeated
clicks and sinusoidal tones to maximise the brainstem
responses. However, these are not approximate in
simulating behaviourally relevant and complex
sounds which mostly exist outside of the lab, in the
real life human environment and interactions (i.e
speech, music etc.). Therefore, more complex stimuli
were gradually adopted in the auditory neuroscience
domain and the ABR registration process, forming the
complex ABR registration technique or the cABR.
There is a plethora of complex ABR stimuli that are
now used in relevant investigations, a full review of
which can be found in the comprehensive ABR
tutorial by Skoe and Kraus [32].

5. Research rationale - Hypothesis
In the early days and weeks of human
development, specific stimuli, which are either
delivered through the mother during the gestation
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Figure 4. The research design

6. Why use lullabies?
The need for an early music education and
enculturation in our lives has been scientifically
pinpointed very early in the human history; since the
4th century B.C. by Aristotle [34]. It is evident that the
universal characteristics of the early years songs and
lullabies encapsulate a dynamic prosodic structure,
being able to sooth, arouse, engage and attract infants’
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attention, while acting as emotional vehicles for
mothers, provide a basis to teach the native language,
regulate behaviour, enhance learning and memory.
Ilari [35] has proven throughout her studies that
infants in the first instances of their lives crave to
come into contact with game-songs and lullabies
achieving through this process to minimise their stress
levels while promoting psychological bonding
between them and their caregivers. Numerous studies
[38] have brought to the fore lullabies’ soothing
function as they set up a calm and secure context for
the newborn.
In that sense, singing lullabies and the
“motherese” are common phenomena in most human
cultures, proving the spontaneous usage of voice’s
musicality in basic communication [39], [40]. This
early communicative dimension – both through its
narrative or its singing approach – is characterised by
simple structures which are constantly applied in a
very expressive and ritualistic manner [41-43]. This
exact presentation structure and emotional content the
lullabies carry in themselves [44], [45] deem them
valuable and suitable to be used in this project, where
structural simplicity and emotional load can
hypothetical help the auditory brainstem response
analysis on the one hand, while evoke on the other
hand significant neuroplastic changes we will be able
to study at a great extent in a short period of
experimental time.
On top of all this, we need to stress the fact that
lullabies can shape an infant’s musical identity. The
former can shape basic life characteristics and
features, like language and social engagement, hence
providing a direct bridge to developing biological
systems and functions.
Evidence coming from extended studies
conducted by Colwyn Trevarthen has shown that
musicality is indeed an inherent and very fundamental
human trait, equalising or even extending itself
beyond the human language [46]. Trevarthen and
Malloch [47] stress that this inherent musical ability
constitutes a motivational power for infants to acquire
language skills, as they learn through it how to
recognise rhythmical and tonal motives, following an
extensive interactive process with their parents. The
aforementioned researchers, trying to depict how this
musical ability is or could be embedded in an infant’s
emotional discourse with its environment, developed
the theory of “communicative musicality” [48] where
integrated melodic and rhythmical expressions project
a path towards social empathy and sympathy when
combined with movement. This in turn leads to
language as a solid communicative and therefore
developmental aspect [47-49].
The inherent musicality mentioned above
constitutes for children, at least during infancy and the
preschool years, a way to self-express their needs and
thoughts in their day-to-day social interactions [50].
Children enjoy creating musical formations in order
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to entertain themselves or to communicate with their
surrounding people, while in between their same agerange interactions they take an extra step, extending
and interlarding these musical formations through
dancing and body movements [51].
The most recent research study by Lum and
Campbell [52] also brought into a greater perspective
the inherent musical ability children of this early age
project, suggesting that the former is severely
employed throughout toddler’s in between
communication. They create and improvise on heard
rhythmical and melodic motives their parents have
presented to them, singing and moving based on this
in sync with their peers during their play time.
All the above has been implied that lead towards a
‘children’s musical culture’ to be evident, which by
default seems to be greatly connected to biopsychological development through movement [53],
[54], perceptive kinaesthetic neural decoding [55],
[56] and towards a constantly acquired social
feedback loop, being achieved through an extensive
musical discourse with parents [57].
Nevertheless, Colwyn Trevarthen through
Theodore Gracyk’s [46] studies reminds us about the
fact that the aforementioned musicality can
unfortunately disappear after conforming to social
expectancies [58]. Gracyk has noted that even if later
formal musical education can indeed emphasise
towards the development of children’s social abilities,
the early absence of it can technically harm
communication and interactions. For that matter,
although it seems that creative activities may exist and
come into play very early in life, in reality they do not
follow a well informed framework of implementation,
vitiating in this way the foundations of constructiveinvestigative communicative discourse between
children and parents or caregivers [59].
According to the this, we understand that early
sound and music exposure, as well as employment of
these early stages of “communicative musicality”
traits need to be well researched and substantiated,
starting already at the level of the primarily available
communication and soothing tool: the lullabies. As
has been strongly stated elsewhere, development and
learning cannot be properly achieved unless musical
interactions and games are properly documented,
stated and implemented [60].

7. Importance of the project
While the early development of other brain
functions (e.g. cortical visual function) has been
thoroughly studied, “much less information is
available on [early] auditory processing” [31].
Therefore, we do not really know how its maturation
process affect the adult brain function and the whole
life-span education and disorders [22].
Therefore, early auditory processing and brain
structure alteration research evidence at the level of
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the brainstem, emanating from life-related music
education exposure protocols, could provide valuable
diagnostic information, introducing a new, or
improving the already adjunct to this subcortical brain
system clinical applications (e.g. early fitting of
hearing implants improving early in the life the
quality of leaving; early diagnosis of movement
disorders connected to the brainstem; early diagnosis
of auditory diseases etc.).
On top of that, it has been several times noted [36]
that there is not just one educational method to teach
and learn music. Therefore, music education starting
from an early age should encompass and refer to the
all learning styles and approaches possible [37]
following all possible particularities of each
individual child. In that sense, studied biological
properties of each individual brainstem which are
based on the average brainstem knowledge could
provide a more fertile ground for individual
advancement. This approach could be seen even more
valuable when brain abnormalities or functional
delays are present looking for an early introduction
and improvement of intervention tools; for example in
dyslexia cases.
After all, the fundamental (early) music
education’s mission is not and shouldn’t be the basis
on which someone becomes a successful professional
musician, rather a balanced – both mentally and
physiologically – person, being equipped with the
right education on how to use and apply this universal
tool of communication and emotional expression.
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